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Things to Do Before You Call:

- **Have a calendar handy to check your dates.**
  Make sure you know the exact day you need the drops to arrive and when you can ship them.

- **Plan your rentals in advance.**
  During peak backdrop rental seasons (i.e., December, June, etc.) it may be necessary to place your rental order 6 - 12 months in advance.

- **Have your Schell Scenic Catalog on hand.**
  Be sure you’ve reviewed our policies and procedures.

- **Choose two or three back-up choices per backdrop.**
  Make sure you write down second or third choices per backdrop.

- **Check the measurements of your stage and the drops you are renting.**
  Schell Scenic drops come in different dimensions. Make sure that your selected drops will fit your venue.

- **Have a credit card ready.**
  To place a reservation on a backdrop you may be asked to do so with a major credit card.

- **Get a purchase order number.**
  Some organizations require that we place their purchase order numbers on invoices.

- **Write down your Schell order number.**
  We will use this number to access individual orders. Your signed confirmation is required before your order will be processed.

- **Know your business address.**
  UPS cannot guarantee timely delivery to residential addresses. This may cause the backdrops to arrive later than expected.
Quote Request Form

Customer Account Code: ____________________ (for established accounts only)
Organization Name: ____________________________
(Please add your name as "Main Contact" in the block below. ** so we can contact you.) Thank you in advance
(Please include as much information as possible)

Billing Information for New Customers
Organization Name: ____________________________________________________________
C/o ____________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
City ___________ State ____ Zip Code ________

Shipping Information
Ship To: _________________________________ COM__ RES__
C/o ____________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City ___________ State ____ Zip Code ________

**Main Contact
Phone: ( ) __________________Alt Phone: ( ) __________________ Fax: ( ) __________________
Email Address ____________________________

Secondary Contact
Phone: ( ) __________________Alt Phone: ( ) __________________ Fax: ( ) __________________
Email Address ____________________________

Ship/Return Via: ____________________________
Ship Date: ___________ Arrival/Load-in Date: ___________
Return Ship Date: ___________ Due Back Date: ___________

Please refer to the UPS Delivery Zone Chart available on our website:
http://www.schellscenic.com/support/schelltrackmap.asp

All Rentals are based on the time out of studio, and estimated shipping times are
calculated for delivery and timely return. Shipping fees if any will be added to your
 quotation.

All expedited or express freight charges will be billed our rate chart established, unless it is billed directly to
the customers’ established UPS account.

RFQ Form version 5 ** SSS Copyright 2015
PO#: ___________________ Job#: ___________________

(Show/Event Name)

Sales Person: ______ Type: ______ Tax Exempt: ______ (If Yes - Form Required)

Payment method: ______ (If Credit Card form required)

Payment terms will be “Prepayment Required”, or “Payment with Order” or “CIA” only until credit has been established. We reserve the right to use the credit card information you supply for any invoices past due, including any interest and additional fees incurred.

All rental orders, once confirmed signed and accepted, will be adhered to in accordance with the rental agreement “Terms & Conditions” document available on our website at www.schellsenic.com

Additional Notes or Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please note that submitting this form does not guarantee your order. A confirming document will be sent back to you for your signature of acceptance, which must be on file before shipping will be processed. This will contain your order/quote number, and will be used for tracking purposes for your rental order using our “Schell Track” feature. Also available on our website http://www.schellsenic.com/support/schelltrack.asp

( Please include as much information as possible )
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Please note this Fill-In form may not render in all PDF Viewers.

Please download it, and save local copy off line to your computer. Then proceed to fill-in as much information as possible, and Re-Save As.... (another copy with your information) locally, email as an attachment to us at; info@schellsenic.com

You may also fax printed copies to us if that is easier, to (614) 444-9554. Thanks
1. In consideration of one dollar ($1.00) and other rent as agreed between the parties SCHELL SCENIC STUDIO, INC. (hereinafter referred to as SCHELL) agrees to rent the equipment listed on the reverse side hereof subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein. Accrued rental prices do not apply against purchase price.

2. During the term of the rental and at all times when the equipment is in the custody of the Renter, the Renter shall maintain the equipment in good condition and repair. At the end of the term hereof, or at its earlier termination, the Renter shall, at its cost and expense, deliver and return the equipment to SCHELL in good condition and repair, reasonable wear and tear excepted.

3. The Renter hereby assumes full responsibility for the equipment rented and agrees to compensate SCHELL to the extent of the full value should any item of said equipment not be returned or be returned in a damaged or broken condition due to any cause whatsoever. Renter further agrees to compensate SCHELL in rent for any time lost as a result of replacement or if SCHELL has to make repairs to broken or damaged equipment.

4. The Renter shall, at its own cost and expense, but for the benefit of SCHELL, immediately insure the said equipment for the full value against loss, or damage by fire, theft, water, acts of vandalism, or acts of God, with a qualified, reputable insurance company and shall deliver the said insurance policy to SCHELL together with the receipt for premiums thereunder. If SCHELL, by reason of such insurance, shall receive any sum or sums of money, such amounts may be retained and applied by it towards the repair or replacement of the said equipment, or it may remove the damaged equipment and, in lieu thereof, substitute other equipment of like kind and quality and any such equipment whether repaired or substituted, shall be subject to all the terms, provisions, and conditions herein.

5. The Renter shall not remove any equipment from the address hereinabove set forth without first having notified SCHELL and obtained from it a written consent for such removal. Rental of all equipment must be paid for the period of time it is in Renter’s custody and until its return to SCHELL. No allowance will be made for unused equipment.

6. Renter assumes all risks in the use and operation of the rented equipment and shall be responsible for providing proper safety devices and equipment to safeguard users or operators of the equipment herein rented and for installation of the equipment in safe and adequate facilities, in order to comply with all Federal, State and Local laws or regulations, and all industry standards.

7. It shall be lawful for the owner or its agents at all reasonable times to enter the premises where the equipment is kept for the purpose of viewing the condition of said equipment.

8. If the Renter shall default in any of the terms, covenants and conditions herein or in punctually making any rental or other payment, or in any execution or other writ or process shall be issued in any action or proceeding against the Renter, whereby the said equipment may be seized or taken, or if a proceeding in bankruptcy, receivership or insolvency shall be instituted by or against the Renter or his property, or if the Renter shall enter into any arrangement or composition with his creditors, or in the event that any judgment is obtained against the Renter, then and in any such event, SCHELL shall have the right to terminate this agreement and to retake immediate possession of said equipment and, for such purpose, SCHELL, its agents or employees, may enter upon any premises where said equipment may be, and may remove the same therefrom, with or without force and with or without notice of intention to retake the same, without being liable in any suit, action or other proceeding by the Renter.

9. Upon SCHELL retaking possession of the said equipment, pursuant to the provisions of the preceding article hereof, this agreement shall henceforth terminate without prejudice to any right or claim for arrears of rent, if any; or on account of any preceding breach or breaches of this agreement, or the loss of rental for the balance of the unexpired term herein, or for any other claim that SCHELL may have against the Renter.

10. The Renter shall not underlease, loan or otherwise permit the equipment to be used by any other person, firm or corporation and said equipment shall at all times remain under the immediate control, supervision and direction of the Renter personally.

11. The Renter agrees not to remove or cover the tag or nameplate on the equipment showing ownership by SCHELL.

12. The Renter hereby grants to SCHELL the right to terminate this agreement on 24 hours written notice by registered mail or personal service. On the occurrence of said event, the Renter shall immediately return to SCHELL at the Renter’s risk and expense, the equipment, in the condition as when first rented, and SCHELL shall, thereupon, upon said receipt, refund only the unexpired portion of the rental.

13. The Renter agrees to pay all reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred by SCHELL in protecting its rights or property under this agreement, or in any action or proceeding against the Renter for a breach of this agreement.

14. The acceptance of the return of the rented equipment is not a waiver by SCHELL of any claims that it may have against the Renter, nor a waiver of claims for latent or patent damages to the equipment.

15. The acceptance of any rent or other payment, or any portion thereof after a default by the Renter shall not be deemed to operate as a waiver of SCHELL’s right to enforce the payment of rent or other payments herein provided for, or to terminate this agreement and recover possession of its equipment. The failure to insist upon strict compliance with the terms and conditions of this agreement, even after a breach of any provision or after default, shall not be construed as a waiver of any of SCHELL’s rights under this agreement.

16. No terms, representation or warranty, express or implied, not herein set forth in writing shall bind SCHELL.

17. The Renter agrees not to pledge, mortgage or in any way encumber the property rented herein.

18. In all programs of production in connection with which the property and materials above set forth shall be used, credit for production materials and lighting equipment shall be given to SCHELL.

19. It is understood and agreed that the rental price does not include sales tax which is to be added to invoices as they become due.

20. The Renter expressly agrees to indemnify and hold SCHELL harmless from any and all claims arising out of any violation of any law, rule, regulation or order, and from any and all claims or liabilities for loss, damage or injury to persons or property of whatever kind or nature arising from the user or operation of the equipment herein rented, or from the negligence or carelessness of the agents or employees of Renter. Renter shall notify SCHELL promptly of any accident involving the equipment herein rented. Renter shall obtain contractual liability insurance in connection with this agreement and pursuant to this paragraph, in an amount satisfactory to SCHELL and shall furnish a copy of the policy with the premium marked “paid” to SCHELL.

21. This agreement contains the entire understanding between the parties, including representation, and may not be modified except by another agreement in writing signed by both parties to this agreement.
How to Fold a Backdrop
(with special thanks to “The Backstage Handbook” by Paul Carter)

Step 1. Lay the drop on its back (painted side up) and find the tag. Do not fold the tag inside the drop during folding.

Step 2. Fold bottom up to the top or webbing.

Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until the drop is folded to about a three-foot strip.

Step 4. Fold the ends to the center.

Step 5. Repeat Step 4.

Step 6. Take one end of the drop and roll it up. Next, tie it together using the line provided.

Step 7. Place drop in a plastic bag and return it in the shipping package.
Policies

Backdrops & Draperies:
- All backdrops and draperies are for indoor theatrical use only.
- All rentals are priced on a one-week (seven day) basis. Longer-term discounts may be available.
- Rental periods are measured from the time the equipment leaves Schell until the equipment returns to Schell Scenic Studio.
- All freight and transportation costs are to be paid by the Renter. (All equipment is shipped freight collect from Columbus, OH, and must be returned prepaid. Failure to return prepaid will result in an additional service charge of 20% over the actual cost of shipping. The same service charge shall be applied to shipments that are sent from Schell prepaid.)
- Schell ships via UPS. Customer pick-up / will-call is available during business hours.
- All Shipments must be returned on the same carrier from which it was received.
- Orders not returned on the specified date will result in an one-week additional charge.
- All clients shipping equipment South of Tennessee or West of the Mississippi River are encouraged to ship air freight for timely delivery.
  • The Renter will not paint, alter, shorten, pin, tack, staple, stitch, etc. any backdrop or drapery. The Renter is responsible for any damage to all equipment while it’s is in your possession. It is understood that insurance is obtained for full coverage of your rental during shipping, use and return. (Refer to Rental Agreement for specific information about these obligations.)
- Schell reserves the right to ship orders COD, to require payment in advance of shipping, and/or to require a security deposit with newly established accounts.
- All orders cancelled after five days will be charged a 25% fee.
  • Orders cancelled thereafter, or 14 days prior to shipping will be charged a 50% fee.

Other Theatrical Equipment:
- All equipment is for indoor theatrical use only.
- Contact us for specific information about shipping lighting, rigging and effects equipment.
- All rentals are priced on a one-day or one-week basis. Longer-term discounts may be available.
- Rental periods are measured from the time the equipment leaves Schell until the equipment returns to Schell.
- All orders cancelled after five days will be charged a 25% fee. All orders cancelled within 14 days of shipping will be charged a 50% fee.
- Orders not returned on the specified date will result in an additional weekly charge.
- Spare lamps are available upon request. Lamps must be returned in any condition to prevent a replacement charge.
  • We will not ship any equipment in an open bed pickup truck.

Please Note:
- We will accept all rental orders as “CASH” customer, unless our accounting manager has approved an application for an account.
- Any order may be treated as a “CASH” account at the discretion of our staff.
- All “CASH” orders require prepayment at the time of shipment and with a security deposit to be determined at the discretion of our staff. (VISA, MasterCard, and Discover Cards.)
- We accept school purchase orders for final invoice billing.
- We reserve the right to guarantee all rental orders with a major credit card to secure rental dates, even if an open account status is maintained.
- Security deposits may be waived only if a signed certificate of insurance is received with our company being listed as an additional insured for the full replacement value of the rental.
- Minimum billing is $20.00 to those with open account status.
- All checks returned by our bank are subject to $25.00 service charge.
- No CODs or other forms of payment are accepted.
- We charge an additional 1.5% per month to all invoices that are past due.

Additional information about your rights and responsibilities as a Renter is included in our Rental Agreement. Please contact us if we can share any additional information about these policies with you. We welcome the opportunity to serve you by phone, fax, letter, e-mail, or through a visit to Schell Scenic Studio. Thank you for choosing Schell Scenic Studio, Inc. for your production’s needs.
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1. **Japanese Garden**  
   43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
   Mount Fujiama with balustrade in foreground.

1-A. **Fairyland**  
   39’ x 21’ - 36 lbs  
   Mountain and castle.

1-AO. **Fairyland (Original)**  
   40’ x 20’ - 38 lbs  
   A castle atop mountains, with a river and bridge visible.

1-AC. **Fairyland**  
   43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs  
   A castle in the distance atop mountains.

1-B. **Planet in Outer Space**  
   42’ x 21’ - 30 lbs  
   Mountains and Craters.

1-BO. **Planet in Space (Original)**  
   39’ x 21’ - 40 lbs  
   Original version of #1-B “Planet in Outer Space”.

---
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1-C. Night Satellite Sky  
43” x 20’6” - 38 lbs  
Planets, stars, meteors and comet painted on blue sateen.

1-CA. Night Satellite Sky  
40’ x 19’ - 33 lbs  
Planets, stars, meteors and comet painted on blue sateen.

1-D. Siamese Garden  
40’6” x 21’ - 35 lbs  
Temples and trees with pool in center foreground.

1-E. Fairyland Castle  
43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs  
Sandstone castle with moat and center gate. Gate not practical.

1-F. Story Book Castle  
43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs  
Stone castle with brightly colored pennants.

1-FB. Storybook Castle  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
A large stone castle.
1-G. Charming Castle
Stone castle. 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

2. Plantation
Cotton fields and log cabin with river in distance, Spanish moss and trees. 39’ x 21’ - 28 lbs

1-H. Gold Eastern Garden
Garden with trees and plants. Moon showing in dark sky. 30’ x 16’ - 30 lbs

3. Rose Garden with Openings
Practical openings of varied sizes through shrubbery. 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

Have you explored the new-and-improved Schell Scenic Studio website?
Log on to www.schellscenic.com today and discover a wealth of Schell Scenic Studio information at your fingertips!
Whether you’d like to learn about our digital printing capabilities, download manuals to the latest in lighting and special effects equipment, or track your recent backdrop shipment, look no further!
You will find all of that and more at www.schellscenic.com!
4-BA. **Rainbow**  
Rainbow and cirrus clouds painted on blue muslin.  
42' x 21' - 36 lbs

4-C. **Rainbow**  
Rainbow and clouds painted on blue muslin.  
40' x 18' - 38 lbs

4-CB. **Rainbow**  
Rainbow and cirrus clouds painted on blue muslin.  
40' x 20' - 33 lbs

4-CA. **Rainbow**  
Similar to 4-C series.  
43' x 20' - 37 lbs

4-D. **Rainbow**  
Rainbow and nimbus clouds.  
43' x 21' - 38 lbs

4-E. **Rainbow Scrim**  
Sky with clouds. Rainbow vanishes in the distance.  
40' x 16' - 30 lbs
4-F. Club Munchkin
**A yellow brick path leads, with whimsical flowers.**

5. Garden
**Formal Garden with pool in foreground and flowers, wall and steps.**

5-A. Godfrey Garden
**Hedge, pool and sidewalk leading to distance.**

5-B. Godfrey Garden
**Hedge, pool and sidewalk leading to distance.**

5-C. Garden
**Sidewalks with pond and fields in distance.**

5-D. Garden
**Similar to 5-C.**
6. Hedge Garden  
Practical center arch is 4’ wide by 7’8” tall.  
38’ x 20’6” - 38 lbs

7. Mountain and River  
Valley with fir trees overlooks mountains and river. Path on stage left leads towards river.  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

8. Rhine River Mountain  
Riverboats at the Lorelei and castle on opposite hillside.  
30’ x 14’ - 22 lbs

9. Las Vegas Street  
Bright casino marquees looking up street, at night.  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

9-A. Las Vegas Street  
Evening view of the lights of Las Vegas.  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

9-B. Airport  
Airport showing tail of plane with passenger steps place in foreground, and hangars and terminal in distance.  
39’ x 21’ - 28 lbs
9-C. Modern Airport
Similar to 9-B with modern theme.

9-D. Las Vegas Strip
Welcome to Las Vegas street, lined with lights.

10. Chicago Skyline
View of city seen from Lake Michigan.

10-A. Columbus Skyline
Typical Midwestern city with river in foreground.

10-B. Circus Main Entrance
Big Top with entrance sign, featuring practical center opening.

11. Street Wing Tabs
(2) 9’ x 18’ and (2) 6’ x 18’ - 40 lbs
Stone buildings with practical doors.
11-B. Central Park N.Y. City
39’ x 21’ - 33 lbs
Sidewalks and lake in foreground, with nearby buildings.

11-C. European Street
39’ x 21’ - 33 lbs
Stone buildings with tile roofs.

12. Spanish Garden
43’ x 20’ - 32 lbs
Tropical foliage with sidewalk and pool.

12-C. Annie Get Your Gun
40’ x 18’6” - 42 lbs
Finale drop with cutouts for principal actors. Showing two (2) rearing horses.

12-CB. Annie Get Your Gun
40’ x 20’ - 60 lbs
Finale drop with four (4) removable openings for principal actors.

13. Tropical Jungle
40’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Dense foliage.
14. **Tropical Jungle Village**  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
Straw huts and beach framed by natural foliage.

14-A. **Desert, Horizon & Sky**  
43’ x 20’ - 30 lbs  
Plain, barren sandy desert and sky.

14-B. **Desert**  
39’ x 21’ - 30 lbs  
Sky and clouds showing sand, rocks, oasis, and palms.

14-C. **Arabian Desert**  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
Sand dunes with village in distance of Arabian desert.

15-A. **Tropical Island**  
43’ x 20’ - 30 lbs  
Tropical foliage, palm trees and beach, ocean and volcano in distance.

15-AB. **Tropical Beach**  
30’ x 16’ - 25 lbs  
Smaller version of #15-A “Tropical Island”.
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15-B. Tropical Village  
Bamboo huts with thatched roofs and palm trees.  
43’ x 20’ - 30 lbs

15-C. Tropical Beach  
Tropical foliage, sand and hill in distance.  
43’ x 19’ - 38 lbs

15-D. Tropical Beach  
Crashing waves on beach.  
43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs

16. Weird Woods  
Barren trees left and right with center path leading to distance.  
43’ x 20’6” - 38 lbs

16-A. Covent Garden  
Stone building with pillared main entrance to London’s flower market.  
40’ x 21’ - 36 lbs

16-B. Flower Market Covent Garden  
Interior showing arched openings and steel beam trusses.  
40’ x 21’ - 34 lbs
16-O. Weird Woods (Original)  
38’ x 18’ - 30 lbs 
Original version of #16 “Weird Woods”.

17. Spanish House  
36’ x 18’ - 27 lbs  
Spanish stucco house with red tile roof. Two (2) practical door openings left and right of center.

17-A. Hindu Village  
40’ x 19’6” - 38 lbs  
Shoreline buildings on hillside, palm trees and sailboats.

18. Battlefield  
40’ x 20’ - 36 lbs  
Desolate battlefield with two trees left and right of frame; foxholes lead across the field to the horizon. Brown/yellow tones.

19. Gypsy Camp  
32’ x 19’ - 40 lbs  
Gypsy wagons and tents in autumn forest clearing.

21. Amusement Park  
34’ x 21’ - 30 lbs  
Features fun house and roller coaster.
20. State House 38’ x 21’ - 32 lbs
State of Ohio Capitol building, Columbus, Ohio. Tree-lined walks with building in background.

22. London Tower 34’ x 21’ - 30 lbs
Parliament building and Big Ben at night with lit windows.

22-A. London Tower 43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Parliament, Tower of London and Big Ben.

23. Side Show 38’ x 20’6” - 28 lbs
Tent entrance with practical center door. Opening is 9’W x 9’H approximately.

23-A. Arabian Coastline 34’ x 19’6” - 30 lbs
Ancient Mediterranean buildings showing sea.

25. Warehouse Street Tabs (2) 6’ x 21’ - 10 lbs
Clapboard buildings showing cargo through doorways.
26. Times Square N.Y. City  43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs
Times Square circa early 1900s. Stone buildings without billboards, neon signs, etc.

26-O. Times Square (Original)  40’ x 16’ - 30 lbs
Original version of #26 “Times Square N.Y. City”.

26-A. Times Square N.Y. City  43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Times Square circa mid-1900s.

26-AA. Times Square N.Y. City  43’ x 21’ - 41 lbs
Times Square scenery circa 1940s.

26-AB. A View From A Harbor- N.Y. Skyline  43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
A skyline including a bridge is seen from a harbor.

26-B. New York Skyline  43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Realistic view of city skyline from harbor.
26-BA. New York Skyline  43’ x 21’ - 35 lbs  
Skyline of New York as seen from harbor. Low ledge in foreground.

26-C. Times Square N.Y. City  43’ x 22’ - 40 lbs  
Modern view of area showing signs, billboards and marquees.

26-CA. Times Square N.Y. City  43’ x 21’ - 41 lbs  
Modern view of Times Square seen from a distance.

26-CB. Times Square N.Y. City  30’ x 16’ - 23 lbs  
Modern view of area showing signs, billboards and marquees.

26-D. Brooklyn Bridge  43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs  
Modern view at dusk with lights on bridge.  
Please note: We have updated this drop to remove WTC towers from previous versions.

26-E. New York Times Square  43’ x 20’ - 35 lbs  
Turn of the century view of Times Square.
26-F. Times Square 1944 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Daytime view of Times Square with minimal advertising clutter.

26-G. Times Square 1950s 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Night view of Times Square. People can be seen eating in restaurant at stage right in this 1950s view of Times Square.

26-H. Times Square at Night 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Nightime view of Times Square during the late 20th century featuring consumer electronics advertising.

27. New Orleans Street 39’ x 21’ - 30 lbs
Circa 1900s view of Bourbon Street with wrought iron balconies.

Did you know you can buy your consumable supplies Through our Online Store!

From Gels to Gobos - Lamps to Paint you’ll find your most needed supplies ready to order for next-day shipment via UPS!

Just go to SchellScenic.com and select Online Store
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27-B. Paris Street
Tree-lined boulevard in foreground with Arc de Triomphe and Eiffel Tower in near distance.

27-C. Arabian Street
Street leading through arch to Temple or Mosque in distance.

27-D. Paris Street
Open street and distant view of city skyline including Eiffel Tower and Arc de Triomphe.

27-E. Kiddie Street
Caricature street showing buildings fenced by wrought iron.

27-F. Paris Street
Typical street-side cafe with Eiffel Tower in distance.

27-FA. Paris Street
Similar to 27-F.
28. Chinese Street
Chinatown street picturing various shops.

28-B. New Orleans Street
Mardi Gras street, sidewalks and balconies filled with people in costumes prior to parade. Float in distance.

28-C. Western Street
Typical old-time Western street with clapboard buildings.

29. Beach
Ocean and beach with amusement park in far distance stage left.

29-A. Ocean and Beach
Rolling surf breaks on a rocky beach.

29-B. Lighthouse
Sailboat can be seen beyond lighthouse.
30. House and Garden  
43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs 
House with practical door cut-out, surrounded by dense foliage and flowers. Opening is 5’ W x 8’ H approx.

31. Cornpo  
36’ x 21’ - 42 lbs 
Stylized shacks on hill-side.

31-A. Showboat  
40’ x 17’ - 30 lbs 
Starboard side of showboat at dock showing paddlewheel.

31-B. Showboat  
38’ x 20’6” - 30 lbs 
Starboard side of showboat at dock.

31-C. Showboat  
30’ x 16’ - 20 lbs 
Showboat at dock, cotton field and building in distance.

31-D. Levee  
43’ x 20’ - 32 lbs 
Cotton field framed with Spanish moss in trees in foreground, river and opposite bank in distance.
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31-E. Showboat
*Boat at dock.*

31-F. Showboat
*Boat at dock.*

31-G. Showboat
*Boat at dock.*

32. Stadium
*A view from the field showing crowd. Practical center opening. Opening is 4’ W x 7’ H approx.*

33. White House
*Tree-lined lawn with White House in distance.*

34. Ocean, Horizon & Beach
*Ocean shoreline with beach.*
34-A. Bay  
Ocean shoreline with rock-filled beach, boulders and single tree.  
43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs

34-B. Ocean & Beach  
Calm seas wash a sandy beach. Sky filled with billowing clouds.  
43’ x 18.5’ - 33 lbs

34-C. Ocean & Beach  
Calm seas wash a sandy beach with some large rocks.  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

34-CA. Ocean & Beach  
Trees and rock near shore.  
43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs

34-D. Ocean & Beach  
Trees and rocks frame a calm sea and cloud-filled sky.  
43’ x 21’ - 41 lbs

34-E. Ocean, Horizon & Sky  
Ocean seascape. No land.  
40’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
**35. Fraternity House**
- 40' x 20' - 34 lbs
- Brick house showing three stories. Practical center door, cut-out. Door is 3' W x 6'9” H.

**35-B. High School Exterior**
- 43' x 14' - 26 lbs
- Exterior of typical High School.

**36. Carnival Midway**
- 38' x 21' - 21 lbs
- Amusement rides, games and funhouse entrance.

**36-A. Carnival Midway**
- 43' x 20' - 41 lbs
- Modern amusement park showing ferris wheel, roller coaster and other rides and games.

**37-A. Orchard & Hives**
- 13' x 13' - 8 lbs
- Bee hives in flowering field with orchard in distance.

**37-B. Farmhouse**
- 13' x 13' - 8 lbs
- Front yard of farmhouse with white picket fence, corn field behind.
38. Western Desert
43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
Typical Southwestern desert with cactus, rocks and path leading to mountains in distance.

38-A. Western Desert
30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Typical Southwestern desert with cactus, rocks, and path leading to mountains in distance.

38-AB. Desert
30’ x 16’ - 28 lbs
Similar to 38-A.

38-O. Western Desert (Original)
43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
Similar to 38 series.

38-B. Western Street
40’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Old time western with saloon / hotel and hitching post. Mountains in distance.

38-C. Western Street
30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Old time western with saloon / hotel and hitching post. Mountains in distance.
39. Mountain
Snow-capped mountain in center, surrounded by fir trees and rocks.

39-A. Rocky Mountain Pass
Barren snow-capped mountains, pine trees and rocks in foreground.

39-B. Waterfall Tab
Water cascading over rugged rocks. Can be used to back window or similar openings.

39-C. Tree Tab Set
Cut-out stylized trees.

39-E. Mountain
Snow-capped mountain in center, surrounded by fir trees and rocks.

40. Lattice Garden with Opening
Lattice work with climbing wisteria and vines. Practical center arch has 4' opening.
40-A. Lattice Garden
Lattice with removable center arch opening.
43' x 21' - 37 lbs

40-B. Garden with Opening
Similar to #40.
30' x 16' - 28 lbs

41. Hell Cavern
Rocky arches frame molten lava and flames.
43' x 20' - 40 lbs

42. Battleship
On deck view of turret guns, wheelhouse, lifeboats, etc. of World War II Ironclad.
36' x 20' - 36 lbs

42-A. Cruise Ship
Aft deck view, doors, rails, lifeboats, etc.
43' x 20' - 36 lbs

42-B. Cruise Ship
Aft deck view, doors, rails, lifeboats, etc.
39' x 21' - 35 lbs
42-BA. Cruise Ship
Aft deck view, doors, rails, lifeboats, etc. 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

42-C. Sailing Ship
Ship deck of typical wooden square-rigger showing mast, riggings and sail, railings and ocean. 39’ x 21’ - 34 lbs

42-CA. Sailing Ship
Ship deck of typical wooden square-rigger showing mast, riggings and sail, railings and ocean. 43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs

42-D. Cruise Ship
Side view of luxury liner with practical cargo opening. Railings and lifeboats on decks above. Opening is 7’ W x 6’ H approx. 43’ x 21’ - 35 lbs

42-E. Santa Maria
Columbus' fleet approaching shore. 43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs

43. Stadium
A view from open end of horseshoe, prior to game, without fans. 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
43-A. Stadium  
Football stadium with center tunnel (non-practical), filled stands, flying pennants, city skyline in distance.

43-B. Stadium  
Football stadium with center tunnel (non-practical), filled stands.

43-BA. Baseball Stadium (Empty)  
View of stands from right-field dugout.

44. Bottom of the Sea  
Fish, octopus, shellfish, etc. surrounded shipwreck.

44-A. Bottom of the Sea  
A variety of sea creatures swim in a natural setting.

44-B. Bottom of the Sea  
A variety of sea creatures swim in a natural setting.
44-C. Bottom of the Sea 40’ x 20’ - 32 lbs
A variety of sea creatures swim in a natural setting.

44-D. Underwater Ship Wreck 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
A shipwreck resting on sea floor.

44-DA. Underwater Shipwreck 30’ x 16’ - 32 lbs
View from sea floor shipwreck.

45. Venice Canals 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Lanteen sailing ships at dock, water in foreground.

45-A. Vienna Silhouette 43’ x 17’ - 30 lbs
Vienna skyline silhouetted against sunset.

46. Southern Plantation 38’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
Front of southern mansion with pillars framed by Spanish moss in trees, with circular drive in foreground.
46-A. Southern Mansion 43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Distant plantation with path leading to front porch overlooking hillside. Southern foliage.

46-AB. Southern Mansion 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Typical southern mansion.

46-B. Southern Plantation 43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs
A path through cotton fields leads to levee. Southern foliage and steamboat in distance.

46-C. Plantation 30’ x 14’ - 22 lbs
Front of traditional mansion framed by trees.

46-D. Jerusalem - Holyland 26’ x 15’ - 22 lbs
The Holyland. Barren desert leading to ancient village in foreground.

46-DA. Holyland 43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs
Full-sized version of #46-D “Jerusalem - Holyland”.
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47. Tropical Island
43’ x 20” - 45 lbs
Tropical foliage on beach with ocean and mountains in distance.

47-A. Tropical Island
42’ x 21’ - 41 lbs
Sandy beach with ocean in foreground. Volcano in near distance.

47-B. Tropical Beach
32’ x 16’ - 25 lbs
Tropical beach overlooking bay.

48. Park
43’ x 20’6” - 35 lbs
Gazebo in foreground and path leading to the distance.

48-A. Park with Gazebo
30’ x 16’ - 30 lbs
Smaller version of #48.

48-B. Landscape
30’ x 16’ - 18 lbs
A clearing showing landscape, brook and birch trees, is seen from a densely wooded forest.
48-C. Irish Landscape  39’ x 21’ - 33 lbs
Gently rolling hills are seen over stonewall with gate.

48-D. Landscape  39’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
Rolling hills and scrub pines in foreground with open meadows in distance.

48-DO. Landscape  39’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
Rolling hills and scrub pines in foreground with open meadows in distance.

48-E. Scottish Landscape  43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Stone-lined harvested fields with cottage in distance.

48-F. Autumn Landscape  43’ x 20’ - 52 lbs
Country house and barn, harvested corn with pumpkins in field at night with moon, sweeping clouds and stars. Painted on black duvetyne.

48-G. Fall Woods  43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Rolling hills with trees during autumn.
48-H. Night Autumn Landscape  
43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs  
Night sky overlooking farm scene.

48-K. African Plain  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
Stone outcroppings in foreground and mountains in distance, separated by treed Savannah.

49. Stage Door Street  
43’ x 20’ - 33 lbs  
Alley and corner of building showing stage door entrance. Front door opening.

49-A. Stage Door Street  
43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs  
Street scene with non-practical stage door.

49-B. Hillside Cave  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs  
Rocky mountains surround cave entrance.

49-D. Winter Landscape  
35’ x 20’ - 35 lbs  
Icy terrain.
49-E. Fall Landscape
30’ x 14’ - 30 lbs
Open meadow and mountains in distance, autumn-colored trees.

49-EA. Fall Leg
5’ x 14’ - 12 lbs
Two trees with full autumn color.

50. Spring Landscape
38’ x 18’ - 42 lbs
A densely forested foreground opens into a rolling meadow with hills in the distance.

50-A. Floral Landscape
43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs
Mountains in the distance with large whimsical flowering trees.

51. Foliage Side Tabs
(2) 9’ x 20’ - 14 lbs (per pair)
Natural hardwood and foliage legs.

51-A. Foliage Side Tabs
(2) 7’6” x 20’4” - 14 lbs (per pair)
Natural hardwood and foliage legs.
**51-AB. Tabs Set**  
Two sets shown.  

**52. Tropical Island**  
38' x 20' - 40 lbs  
Tropical foliage and coastline overlooking Bali Hai.

**52-A. Tropical Island Scrim**  
29' x 21' - 15 lbs  
Tropical foliage and coastline overlooking Bali Hai. Painted on scrim.

**53. Garden**  
38' x 21' - 40 lbs  
Formal garden with stone wall, steps, and pool. Buildings in distance.

**53-A. Garden with Fountain**  
43' x 20' - 39 lbs  
Formal courtyard with center steps and balustrade opening leading to fountain.

**53-AB. Garden with Fountain**  
30' x 16' - 28 lbs  
Formal courtyard with center steps and balustrade opening leading to fountain. Smaller version of 53-A.
53-B. Garden  
30’ x 16’ - 20 lbs  
Formal garden with stone wall and steps and pool.

54. Farm  
38’ x 21’ - 42 lbs  
Barn and farmhouse, wooden fence and rolling fields.

54-A. Farm  
43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs  
Golden grain fields.

54-AA. Farm  
43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs  
Farm with barn in distance, fence in foreground.

54-AAO. Farm (Original)  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
Original version of #54-AA “Farm”.

54-AB. Farm without Buildings  
43’ x 20’ - 41 lbs  
Farm with wheat fields.
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54-B. Farm
Barn with newly planted corn in fields.
38’ x 21’6” - 40 lbs

54-BA. Farm
Barn with fields in distance.
30’ x 16’ - 20 lbs

54-C. Farm
Harvested field with corn stalks in foreground. Barn with outbuilding and windmill in distance.
38’ x 21’ - 37 lbs

54-CB. Tuscan Vineyard
Rolling hillside featuring vineyards and small houses.
43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs

54-D. Farm
Plowed rolling hills, barn with outbuilding and windmill in distance, foliage and porch. Baskets in trees.
38’ x 21’ - 37 lbs

54-E. Barn
Front view of barn with porch, implements, center door (non-practical).
43’ x 21’ - 33 lbs
54-F. Farm House Tab (S.R.)  
*Farm house porch tab (right).*  
10’ x 20’ - 28 lbs

54-G. Farm House Tab (S.L.)  
*Farm house porch tab (left).*  
10’ x 20’ - 28 lbs

54-H. Farm in Winter  
*Farm with barn and silo in winter. Snow-covered mountains in distance; snow-covered fields in foreground.*  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

54-K. Farm Field Plain  
*Rolling hills with planted crops.*  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

55. City Street  
*Circa 1940s. Building surrounding downtown intersection.*  
35’ x 19’6” - 25 lbs

56. N.Y. Park Avenue  
*Modernistic buildings facing the Pan Am building. Street center divided by trees and median.*  
43’ x 21’ - 41 lbs
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56-A. N.Y. Park Avenue
Modern Park Avenue street scene.

43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs

56-B. Hollywood
Traditional view of Rodeo Drive.

43’ x 21’ - 39 lbs

56-C. Autumn
Harvest field with corn stalks and pumpkins. Path leading to farm-houses in distance.

20’ x 12’ - 11 lbs

57-A. San Francisco
Typical San Francisco street.

43’ x 21’ - 39 lbs

57-B. Hollywood
Rodeo Blvd. Leading to the Hollywood sign.

22’ x 14’ - 15 lbs

57-C. Autumn
Harvest field with corn stalks and pumpkins. Path leading to farm-houses in distance.

20’ x 12’ - 11 lbs

58. Park & Fountain
Tree-lined park with fountain, sidewalk, gatepost with flower urn.

38’ x 20’ - 30 lbs
59. Hillbilly  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
*Shed, shack, pump and fence with Great Smokey Mountains in distance.*

59-A. Dogpatch  
43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs  
*Frontier village with cartoon buildings.*

60. Winter Woods  
36’ x 20’ - 40 lbs  
*Icy tree-lined path with snow in trees.*

60-A. Winter Woods  
30’ x 16’ - 30 lbs  
*Snow-covered trees.*

60-B. Mount Vernon  
75’ x 12’ - 31 lbs  
*Showing center 40’ of drop is George Washington’s home with cherry blossoms and red roof. Trees line each side.*

**Did You Know?**

Did you know that Schell Scenic Studio has been a cornerstone of the theatre community in Columbus, Ohio since 1904?

Give us a call, and let us put a century of industry knowledge to work for you!
60-BA. Cherry Trees 16' x 11' - 18 lbs
Spring trees in blossom, water and hillside in distance.

60-C. Winter Landscape 18' x 11' - 10 lbs
Snow-covered ground with evergreens and houses in distance.

60-D. Winter Woods 43' x 21' - 36 lbs
Heavily snow-covered trees at forest edge.

60-DY. Snow-Covered Woods 43' x 20' - 40 lbs
Snow-covered trees at forest edge.

60-E. Winter Woods 43' x 20' - 40 lbs
Heavily snow-covered trees at forest edge.

60-F. Winter Woods 43' x 20' - 38 lbs
Open snow-covered valley lined right and left with snow-flocked trees.
60-G. Winter Scene 43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs
Snow-covered valley lined right and left with snow-flocked trees.

60-H. Winter Woods 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Heavily snow-covered trees at forest edge.

60-K. Winter Scene 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Heavily snow-covered trees at forest edge.

61. Showboat 38’6” x 20’ - 28 lbs
Front view with practical ticket window and removable doors.

62. Foliage Border - 65 ft. (1) 65’ x 6’ - 18 lbs
Natural foliage border (larger size).

62. Foliage Border - 40 ft. (2) 40’ x 6’ - 11 lbs
Natural foliage border (smaller size).
62-A. Foliage Legs & Border  27’ x 20’8” - 25 lbs
Natural foliage legs and border. Border overlaps in center for desired opening.

62-B. Southern Foliage Leg & Border  25’ x 21” - 23 lbs
Natural southern foliage with Spanish moss. Border overlaps in center for desired opening.

62-C. Rocky Mountain  40’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
Rugged rocks at high elevation with scrub pines clearing.

62-D. Foliage Leg & Border  (2) 30’ x 16’ - 10 lbs (per set)
Natural foliage legs and border. Border overlaps in center for desired opening. Maximum opening is 22’ x 12’3”.

62-E. Foliage Leg & Border  (3) 27’ x 20’ - 32 lbs (per set)
Natural foliage legs and border. Borders overlap in center for desired opening.

63. Winter Scene  43’ x 22’ - 40 lbs
Snow-covered rolling hills, evergreens and cabin in near distance.
**63-A. Winter Scene**  
Snow-covered open meadow with trees left and right, and house nestled in center.  
43’ x 21’ - 43 lbs

**63-AB. Winter Scene**  
Snow-covered trees with snow-covered path.  
30’ x 16’ - 21 lbs

**63-B. Winter Woods**  
Heavily snow-covered trees at forest edge.  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

**63-BA. Snow**  
Winter scene with house.  
30’ x 16’ - 25 lbs

**63-C. Winter Scene**  
Small creek leads to mountains in near distance.  
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

**63-D. Winter Woods**  
Light snow covering forestry.  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

---
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63-DA. Winter Tree Legs  11’ x 20’ - 30 lbs
Light snow covering pine tree branches with visible trunks. Four (4) legs each sized as above. To be used with 63-DB.

63-DB. Winter Border  40’ x 6’ - 25 lbs
Light snow covering pine tree branches.

64. Garden  41’ x 21’9” - 37 lbs
Stone wall and filled flower vases with center practical arch. Opening size 3’-0” W x 6’8” H approx.

65. Summer Landscape  43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Summer landscape overlooking rolling hills.

65-A. Spring Landscape  43’ x 18’ - 35 lbs
Spring landscape with trees and path in foreground.

65-AB. Spring Landscape  30’ x 16’ - 25 lbs
Spring landscape with trees and path in foreground.
65-C. Spring Landscape  
Spring landscape with trees in foreground.

43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

65-D. Spring Landscape  
Rolling terrains with heavily flowered trees seen with a lake in the distance.

40’ x 16’ - 30 lbs

66. World’s Fair  
Perisphere and Trylon with ariel fireworks.

37’ x 20’ - 36 lbs

67. College Campus  
Main gates of a typical small town college with four pillars and sidewalk leading to buildings hidden by trees.

36’ x 20’6” - 29 lbs

68. World’s Fair  
Stylized Perisphere and Trylon.

30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs

69. Winter Woods  
Barren, snow-flocked tree trunks and branches.

39’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
69-A. Winter Snow Scene
Heavily snow-covered trees at forest edge. 43’ x 20’ - 35 lbs

69-B. Winter Scene
Snow-covered mountains and pine trees surround a lake in foreground. 43’ x 21’ - 35 lbs

69-C. Winter Snow Scene
Ice-covered countryside with snow-covered spruces which line the banks of a lake or stream. 39’ x 20’ - 35 lbs

69-D. Winter Cabin with Bridge
House in snow-covered forest with stream at center. Stone bridge in foreground is snow-covered. 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

69-E. Winter Birch Trees
Snow-covered birch tree forest. 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

69-F. Winter Homestead
Snow covered trees and two homes in the distance. 43’ x 20’ - 39 lbs
69-L. Winter Legs
Snow covered foliage.

69-O. Snow Woods
Original version of #69 Winter Woods.

70. Military Camp
Typical canvas army tents in an open field.

71. Theatre Marquee
Theatre marquee. Board size 24’ W x 5’ H approx.

71-A. Grand Opening Marquee
A theatrical front with many posters and ticket booth.

71-AB. Small Marquee
Centered ticket booth with two non practical doors. Yellow, blue, and red. Marquee size is 20’-8” x 24”.
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72. **Old Time Street** 36' x 17' - 40 lbs
City street circa 1930s and 40s with red brick and stone buildings, and center street. Opening 3’W x 6’-8” H approx.

73-A. **Woods** 30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Dense woods with shafts of sunlight piercing through heavy top foliage.

This scenic backdrop has been painted with UV-sensitive paints and will display differently under blacklight.

73-AV. **Woods - Natural Light** 30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Dense woods with shafts of sunlight piercing through heavy top foliage. Rendition of drop in natural light.

73-AV. **Woods - Black light** 30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Dense woods with shafts of sunlight piercing through heavy top foliage. Rendition of drop under black light.

73-B. **Woods** 38’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Path crossing left to right through a clearing in a bright forest.

73-BC. **Estate Woods** 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Stone pilasters in a woods setting.
73-CB. Woods
Open woods with small clearing in center.

73-D. Woods
Edge of a forest showing dense foliage and hardwood trees.

73-EE. Woods
Clearing in a woods which is surrounded by tree trunks and dense top foliage.

73-F. Woods
Bright forest with clearing in center.

73-FA. Woods
Similar to Exterior Catalog #73 series.

73-FS. Woods Scrim
Green wooded area with leading path.
73-G. Woods  43’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
Edge of a forest showing dense foliage and hardwood trees.

73-H. Woods  43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Path crossing left to right through a clearing in a bright forest.

74-A. Conservatory  43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Romanesque arches lead to greenhouse with flowers and foliage.

75-A. Slum Street  40’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
Warehouse and storage buildings in a big city alley or easement.

75-B. Old Time Street  43’ x 21’ - 42 lbs
Black-and-white charcoal sketch looking up city street, lined with brick and stone buildings.

75-C. Tenement Street  43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs
Brick and stone apartment buildings with sidewalk in foreground and additional buildings in distance.
75-CA. Tenement Street
Brick and stone apartment buildings with sidewalks and additional buildings in distance.

75-D. Victorian Street
Fronts of Victorian dwellings showing ornate detail, many windows and door entrances.

75-E. Tenement Street
Brick and stone apartment buildings with sidewalk, mailbox, and lamp post on street corner.

75-EB. Tenement Snow Street
Brick and stone apartment buildings with sidewalk, mailbox, and lamp post on street corner.

75-F. 1900’s Street
Brick and stone apartment buildings with sidewalk in foreground and additional buildings in distance.

77. Pirate Ship
Side view of wooden square-rigged ship under full sail.
78. Sky & Wall 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Stone wall with flowering vines and practical center arch. Opening is 4’ W x 10’ H approx.

78-A. Great Wall of China 38’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Great Wall of China with rolling mountains.

79. Woods Landscape 43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
Clearing in a dense forest with heavy top foliage.

79-C. Old Country Villa 40’ x 21’ - 34 lbs
Stone home with tile roof showing arched gate into courtyard.

79-D. Landscape 43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
A view from patio balustrade overlooking a lake and hilly countryside, castle in distance.

79-E. Ancient Ruins 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Greek ruins on a tragic shoreline.
80. Tavern
36’ x 20’6” - 36 lbs
Tudor-style pub with practical door opening with rustic shingled roof.

80-A. Bavarian Street
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Old time Bavarian street.

80-AB. Oktoberfest Platz
30’ x 16’ - 26 lbs
German plaza decorated for festival. Banner at center reads “Oktoberfest”.

81. Market Place
43’ x 20’ - 43 lbs
Old Middle-Eastern market place.

81-A. Jerusalem Market Place
43’ x 20’ - 41 lbs
Old Middle-Eastern market place.

82. Open Woods
37’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
Edge of dense forest looking through to rolling hills in distance.
82-A. Open Woods 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Edge of dense forest looking through to rolling hills in distance.

82-B. Open Woods 43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Edge of dense forest looking through to rolling hills in distance.

82-C. Autumn Woods 43’ x 20’ - 23 lbs
Path leading through forest in autumn.

83. Yellow Brick Road 25’ x 15’ - 25 lbs
Winding road passes a thatched-roof cottage as it leads to a castle in far distance.

83-A. Yellow Brick Road 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Winding road passes a thatched-roof cottage as it leads to a castle on a distant hillside.

83-B. Emerald City 43’ x 20’ - 41 lbs
Center of yellow brick path leads through trees left and right to castle in clearing.
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83-C. Yellow Brick Road
43’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
Center of yellow brick path leads through trees left and right to castle in clearing.

83-D. Yellow Brick Road
43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Winding road passes a thatched-roof cottage as it leads to a castle on a distant hillside.

83-E. Emerald City
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Traditional Emerald City with golden mountains to right, and field of poppies in foreground.

83-EA. Emerald City
30’ x 16’ - 30 lbs
Smaller version of backdrop #83-E “Emerald City”.

Have you explored the new-and-improved Schell Scenic Studio website?
Log on to www.schellscenic.com today and discover a wealth of Schell Scenic Studio information at your fingertips!
Whether you’d like to learn about our digital printing capabilities, download manuals to the latest in lighting and special effects equipment, or track your recent backdrop shipment, look no further!
You will find all of that and more at www.schellscenic.com!
84. Old Country Tabs (4) 7’ x 17’6” - 24 lbs
Front views of four typical European houses, windows and doors are non-practical.

86. Aurora Borealis 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Northern lights as viewed from an ice-covered wasteland.

86-A. Aurora Borealis 30’ x 16’ - 19 lbs
Overhanging icicles and icebergs surround and frame a lake which reflects northern sunset.

86-B. Aurora Borealis 15’ x 9’ - 18 lbs
A barren icy wasteland frames a brilliant midnight sunset.

91. Mexican Villa Cyclorama 75’ x 12’ - 32 lbs
Typical Mexican-style villa with wide veranda supported by pillars.
Photo shows 40’ of center section.

92. Tropical 43’ x 20’6” - 45 lbs
South Seas island and shoreline looking out into a bay. Mountainous island in the background, and palm trees in foreground.
92-A. Bali Hai
Volcano seen in distance from tropical shoreline.  43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

92-B. Tranquility Bay
Palm trees in foreground, mountains in distance.  43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

93. Tropical Leg Drops  (2 sets) 46’ x 21’ - 25 lbs (each set)
Tropical foliage legs. Border is 6’ high, average width of legs is 9’, with 30’ openings.

94. Holland
Dutch cottages with thatched roofs accompany windmills along path, which is lined by wooden fences.  39’ x 21’ - 32 lbs

94-A. Holland
Tulips in fields with a stone wall in foreground, and windmills and thatched-roofed cottages in background.  40’ x 20’ - 30 lbs

94-B. Holland Side Tabs
Canals with fields of tulips. Windmills in distance.  10’ x 20’ - 16 lbs
95. **London Street**

Brick and stone houses along a typical London street, with cathedral in background.

40’ x 21’ - 40 lbs

95-A. **London Street**

London residential neighborhood looking up streets towards St. Paul’s Cathedral and other buildings.

43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs

95-AB. **London Street**

St. Paul’s Dome is seen in the distance of this cobblestone London Street.

43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

96. **Holyland**

The Holy City is seen over a rock-tiered foreground, at the bottom of an open valley in far distance.

39’ x 21’ - 35 lbs

96-A. **Holyland**

Sand dunes outside walled city.

30’ x 16’ - 30 lbs

96-B. **Holyland**

The Holy City is seen over a rock-tiered foreground, at the bottom of an open valley in far distance.

30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
96-C. Holyland  43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
The Holy City is seen behind a walled fortress at the bottom of a sandy hillside. Rocks and palm trees in foreground.

97. Sky & Clouds  39’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
White cumulus and cirrus clouds on a blue background.

97-A. Sky & Clouds  43’ x 20’ - 34 lbs
Thin cirrus clouds on a blue background.

97-AA. Sky & Clouds  43’ x 20’ - 41 lbs
Thin cirrus clouds on a blue background.

97-AB. Sky & Clouds  40’ x 16’ - 28 lbs
Clouds on a blue background.

97-B. Sky & Clouds  43’4” x 20’ - 32 lbs
Altocumulus clouds on a blue background.
98-D. Winter Woods
30’ x 18’ - 23 lbs
Dark tree branches line both sides of snow-covered clearing.

99. Lake Scrim
35’ x 19’ - 20 lbs
Lake with white birch trees in background.

97-C. Sky & Clouds
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Whispy cirrus clouds on a blue background.

98. Proscenium Arch
46’ x 24’ - 63 lbs
Painted stone arch on tan velour. Legs are 8’ with 30’ opening.

Did You Know?
Did you know that Schell Scenic Studio has been a cornerstone of the theatre community in Columbus, Ohio since 1904?

Give us a call, and let us put a century of industry knowledge to work for you!
100. Swan Lake
38’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Willows overhanging both banks of centered lake, with gently rolling hills in distance.

100-C. Under Sea Cave
35’ x 19’ - 6” - 40 lbs
Centered cave on rocky sea floor.

101. River City Street
40’ x 21’ - 35 lbs
Fronts of businesses on Main Street of a small town. Practical door opening to Billiard Parlor. Opening is 3’ W x 6’-8” H approx.

101-A. River City Street
43’ x 21’ - 35 lbs
Brick and stone buildings along Main Street of a small town.

101-B. Main Street USA
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Small town street with shops.

101-C. Small Street
30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Small town street with businesses.
102. Small Town Street or Park  
41' x 21' - 35 lbs
Main entrance to park looking down street to houses.

104. Brick Wall  
43' x 22'6" - 37 lbs
Brick wall painted on muslin.

104-A. Brick Wall Scrim  
40' x 18' - 25 lbs
Brick wall painted on sharkstooth scrim.

104-B. Brick Wall  
43' x 21' - 39 lbs
Brick wall painted on muslin.

104-B.A. Brick Wall  
36' x 18' - 24 lbs
Similar to 104 series (Brick wall painted on muslin.)

104-C. Brick Wall  
43' x 20' - 37 lbs
Brick wall painted on muslin.
104-E. Stone Wall  
Stone wall painted on muslin.  
30’ x 16’ - 29 lbs

104-EA. Stone Wall  
Stone wall, colors of grays and browns  
43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs

105. Tenement House Side Tabs  
(see sizes below)
(1) 10’ x 22’6”; (2) 15’ x 22’6” - Set is 29 lbs per pair.
Brick houses with non-practical windows.

105-A. Back Alley  
Back alley with clotheslines strung between fire escapes.  
43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs

Did you know you can buy your consumable supplies Online in our Store?

From  
Gels to Gobos - Lamps to Paint you’ll find your most needed supplies ready to order for next-day shipment via UPS!

Just go to SchellScenic.com and select Online Store
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105-B. City Shop Fronts
Stores and commercial buildings of city.

106. Park Scrim
Center gate posts and fence, overhanging tree limbs, left, right, and center walkway.

107. College Campus
Path and center gate opening leads past statues and trees to stone building in distance.

108. Ascot Race Track
Race track and distant lands are seen over banister and through lattice arches.

109. Winter European Street
Tudor-style houses with snow on roofs line a snow-covered street.

109-A. Winter Street Scrim
A companion to #109 “Winter European Street” - same scene painted on sharkstooth scrim.
109-AF. Another Falls
Snow covered barren town. 43’ x 20’ - 34 lbs

109-D. Snow Village
Winter European village scene with snow-covered buildings and trees. 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs

109-E. Bavarian Show Street
Snow covered intersection of old time village. 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

109-EA. Winter Street
Similar to 109-E. 30’ x 16’ - 30 lbs

Did You Know?
Did you know that Schell Scenic Studio has been a cornerstone of the theatre community in Columbus, Ohio since 1904?

Give us a call, and let us put a century of industry knowledge to work for you!
109-F. Christmas Street
Snow covered Christmas village. 43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs

109-FA. Holiday Lane
Similar to 109-F. 30’ x 14’ - 37 lbs

110. Village
View of small Russian village with buildings and houses in foreground, mountains in distance. 40’ x 20’ - 37 lbs

111-A. Village
View of small village with buildings and houses in foreground. 43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs

112. Village
Typical Russian peasant house with thatched-roofed buildings. 43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs

112-A. Midlands Village
Typical old country town village. 43’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
112-B. Scary Village
Country village with dark sky.
43’ x 20’ - 44 lbs

113. Village
Typical peasant village with thatched-roofed buildings.
43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs

113-A. Village
Typical peasant village with thatched-roofed buildings.
30’ x 16’ - 28 lbs

113-B. Old-Time Village
Path leading to thatched-roofed homes.
43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs

114. Drive-In
1950’s-style drive-in.
43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs

115. Into the Woods
“Into The Woods” village scene. Dense foliage with houses lining a path through the center.
43’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
**115-A. Into The Woods Tab**
Tab fits stage right over #115 “Into the Woods”.

**115-B. Deep Dark Woods**
No sky is visible in this heavy forest. Small shrubs and no paths.

**116. Big River**
View of Mississippi River suitable for the “Mark Twain Classic”.

**116-A. Big River Scrim**
View of dock on Mississippi River.

**116-B. Big River Scroll**
Scroll containing the dedication to Mark Twain’s book, “Huckleberry Finn”.

**117. Land of Sweets**
Brightly-colored mounds of various desserts.
117-A. Land of the Sweets
Brightly-colored village made of various desserts.

117-B. Land of the Sweets
Similar to the Exterior Catalog 117 Series.

117-C. Land of Sweets
Similar to the Exterior Catalog 117 series.

117-E. Land of Sweets
Similar to the Exterior Catalog 117 series.

117-F. Candy City
Multi colored candy street.

118. Moorish Castle
Castle exterior, with non-practical door.
119. Stonehenge  
43’ x 20” - 40 lbs  
Rock formation set in grass field. Trees can be seen in distance.

219-C. Woods  
40’ x 20’ - 36 lbs  
Large centered tree, with foliage shading saplings in clearing.

311-O. State House  
40’ x 22’6” - 45 lbs  
Tree-lined lawn overshading building and center monument.

449-G. Cave  
43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs  
Stalactites and stalagmites from columns, left and right, which lead to center.

449-GG. Cave Cutout  
40’ x 22’6” - 36 lbs  
Cut opening in center views stalactites and other rock formations left and center. Opening is 20’ W x 18’H approx.

G-7. Roof Garden  
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs  
View of city skyline, from top of building.
G-9. N.Y. Street Subway
New York City street scene with entrance leading to subway.

G-11. Ocean Liner at Dock
Freightliner at dock.

Notes:
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2-I. Palace Leg Drops
38' x 21'- 25 lbs
Red Austrian puff drape and white columns divide three arched practical openings.

2-IA. Restaurant
43’ x 21’- 45 lbs
Harmonia Gardens drop with upper balcony and railings and practical center arch. Painted on red crushed velour. Arch 3’ x 11’. Height to non-practical balcony is 5’.

2-IAB. Restaurant
43' x 20'-6”- 72 lbs
Harmonia Gardens drop with upper balcony and railings and practical center arch. Painted on gold corduroy. Arch is 4’ W x 11’ H. Height to non-practical balcony is 5’.

3-I. French Window
30’ x 16’- 23 lbs
Non-practical French door.

4-I. Chinese Interior
36’ x 19’6”- 36 lbs
Interior of Chinese restaurant with non-practical center door.

5-I. Chinese Leg Drop
35’ x 21’- 20 lbs
Interior of Chinese restaurant to be used with 4-I, if needed.
6-I. Church Window
Gray stone backing with stained glass window. 25' x 20' - 25 lbs

8-I. Egyptian Set
Ancient Egyptian columns with non-practical wide center steps. Top of steps is 5' 36' x 20'6" - 29 lbs

8-IA. Egyptian Leg Set (2)
Columns and statues. 18' x 20'6" - 38 lbs

8-IB. Roman Temple
Similar to 8-I with Roman theme. 43' x 20' - 43 lbs

9-I. Courtroom or School Room
Painted green walls with brown paneled bottom with two windows and two doors (all non-practical). 41' x 21' - 34 lbs

9-IA. Courtroom
Painted blue walls with brown paneled bottom with two windows and one door (all non-practical). Blackboard centered between windows. 30' x 16' - 25 lbs
10-I. Railroad Station
Two windows and two doors (all non-practical).

10-IA. Modern Train Station
Thematically similar to 10-I. This updated station features lockers and a vendor cart.

11-I. Night Club or Ballroom
Elegantly decorated room with arches, draperies, red carpet and bunting.

11-IA. Palace or Ballroom
Columned hall with gated stairway leading to non-practical double doors.

11-IB. Ballroom
Columned hall leading to arched ceiling and maroon-curtained window and staircases (non-practical).

12-I. Circus
Tent interior with center pole, show rings and multicolored flags.
12-IA. Circus
43' x 20'6" - 46 lbs
Tent interior with center pole, shows rings and multicolored flags.

12-IB. Circus Traveler
(2) 24' x 21' pcs - 50 lbs
Circus advertising curtain. Bright and colorful.

12-IC. Circus
43' x 21' - 37 lbs
Tent interior.

D-12-ICA. Circus Legs (2 sets)
6'8" x 19'6" - 17 lbs

D-12-ICB. Circus Legs
6'8" x 19'6" - 17 lbs

12-ID. Circus
43' x 21' - 38 lbs
Similar to 12-IC, with stands and people.
12-IO. Circus
Similar to 12-IC, with stands and people.

39’ x 21’ - 38 lbs

13-I. Rough Interior
Overall gray interior with brown trim showing non-practical door and window.

39’ x 20 6” - 36 lbs

14-I. Church Interior
Stone walls and arches, tile floor with stained glass window in center.

39’ x 21’ - 33 lbs

14-IA. Church Interior
Interior with stained glass window.

40’ x 16’ - 27 lbs

14-IAB. Church Interior
Gothic pillars and arches with center multi-colored rose window above altar.

43’ x 20’ - 69 lbs

14-IB. Church Interior
Interior showing stained glass window. Full-sized version of drop 14-IA.

43’ x 21’ - 35 lbs
14-IC. Church Interior  
43' x 20' - 37 lbs  
Colorful stained glass window (opaque). Marble and stone.

15-I. Plain Interior  
39' x 19'6" - 27 lbs  
Practical door opening 3'-0" W x 6'-7" H. Two painted windows (non-practical).

15-IA. Plain Interior  
43' x 21' - 40 lbs  
Non-practical door.

15-IB. Living Room with Fireplace  
39' x 20' - 28 lbs  
Windows are non-practical.

15-IC. Living Room  
40' x 17' - 37 lbs  
Non-practical french doors and windows.

16-I. Bedroom or Living Room  
39' x 19' - 30 lbs  
A practical center door and two painted windows.
16-IA. Fancy Interior (Opening) 43' x 21' - 32 lbs
Center door is removable with velcro. Opening is 5’-8” wide by 7’-7” high. Detailed sconces. All windows are non-practical.

19-I. Tailor Shop 40’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
Shop with counters filled with bolts of cloth, two painted windows and practical removable center door. Dark browns, grays and blues.

19-IA. Tailor Shop 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Shop with upper balcony filled with bolts of cloth. Lower level with storage cabinets, two windows and door, all non-practical.

19-IB. Tailor Shop 43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Typical tailor/seamstress shop. May be used as garment factory interior.

21-IA. Toy Shop 39’ x 21’ - 33 lbs
Interior of toy shop filled with toys on shelves left and right and center showcase and window.

21-IAB. Toy Shop 40’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
Toy-filled shelves left and right with practical center door opening. Opening 6’ W x 7’ H approx.
21-IC. Toy Shop
40’ x 21’ - 41 lbs
Toy-filled shelves left and right and a display of riding toys in the center of floor.

21-ID. Toy Shop
40’ x 21’ - 41 lbs
Modern toy store. Fluorescent fixtures, wood and steel shelving, polished floor.

22-I. Fancy Interior
39’ x 21’ - 36 lbs
Decorative living room with center french doors (non-practical).

22-IA. Fancy Interior
43’ x 21’ - 42 lbs
Decorative living room with light pink walls, two red draped windows and center french doors. Pinks, gold and blue.

22-IAB. Fancy Interior
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Non-practical french doors and ornate red rose trim.

22-IAC. Fancy Interior
43’ x 21’ - 38 lbs
Similar to the 22-I series.
22-IAD. Fancy Interior
Blue interior. Similar to the 22-I series.

22-IB. Fancy Interior
Pink and white with ornate red rose trim. Center door not practical.

22-IC. Center Chandelier & Marble Columns
A fancy room with a beautiful chandelier.

23-I. Moorish Palace
Highly ornate walls, center pillared arch looking through to city in distance.

23-IA. Palace
Ornate palace interior.

23-IB. Palace
Detailed palace interior.
24-I. Moorish Palace
Highly sculptured architecture, tile floor.
39’ x 21’ - 32 lbs

24-IA. Tapestry Interior
Wood walls with three tapestries and two non-practical doors.
39’ x 21’ - 40 lbs

25-I. Western Lodge
Rough hewn oak woodwork, open wooden beams, center opening removable.
38’ x 20’6” - 30 lbs

25-IA. Log Cabin
Rustic log interior with stone fireplace and two windows.
38’ x 20’6” - 29 lbs

25-IB. Hunting Lodge
Rustic log interior with stone fireplace and two windows.
30’ x 18’ - 29 lbs

26-I. Old-Country Cottage
Cottage interior with wood, open beamed ceiling and stone fireplace.
Door not practical, two windows.
38’ x 21’ - 36 lbs
26-IAB. Cottage Inn
Cottage interior with wood, open beamed ceiling. Door and three windows not practical.

27-I. Modern Office
Windows opened to show outside buildings.

27-IA. Office or Library
Formal library with red drapes adorning windows in center of rotunda.

28-I. Large Window
Austrian drape backs window.

29-I. Barroom
Mirror-backed bar with bottles. Two non-practical doors left and right and window to right of bar.

29-IA. Barroom
Mirrored-back bar with shelves, bottles and glasses, non-practical doors left and right. Gold, greens and blues.
29-IB. Bar with Pool Table
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Mirror-backed bar with pool table and non-practical door.

30-I. Basement
43’ x 20’ - 35 lbs
Cement block wall with two basement windows and floor joist ceiling.

30-IA. Basement
43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
Typical basement with radiators.

31-1. Artist Studio
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Loft room with large center window viewing buildings and trees. Wood open-beamed ceiling. Two non-practical doors.

32-I. Bedroom or Powder Room
43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs
Walls with two draped non-practical windows.

32-IA. Living Room
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Walls with Austrian puff curtains on two arched windows. Detailed sconces.
33-I. Hat Shoppe 43’ x 21’ - 37 lbs
Showcase and hat stands in an elegant shop with chandelier, arched windows and two columns.

34-I. Castle Interior 43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Arched opening leading to staircase and other corridors, windows off left and right of pillars.

35-I. Stone Arch 41’ x 21’ - 42 lbs
Three practical arched openings, stone block wall. Center arch 16’ high, left and right arches 14’ high.

36-I. Gymnasium 40’ x 21’ - 36 lbs
Typical 1940s gymnasium with basketball and volleyball nets, barbells and pommel horse.

36-IA. Gymnasium 43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs
Concrete block walls, closed bleachers and basketball backboard. Tans, browns and multi-colored banners.

36-IB. Gymnasium 43’ x 20’ - 43 lbs
Old-fashioned gymnasium. Blue and brown predominate.
36-ID. High School Gym
43' x 20' - 40 lbs
Old-fashioned gymnasium. Blue and brown predominate.

37-I. Office
33' x 20' - 31 lbs
Red stippled walls, brown woodwork and two non-practical doors.

37-IA. Office
40' x 19' - 35 lbs
Blue stippled walls, brown woodwork and two non-practical doors.

37-IB. Modern Office
43' x 20' - 36 lbs
Office style. Non-practical door left and right.

38-I. Paroo House
40'6" x 21' - 34 lbs
Kitchen and living room cutaway of house.

39-I. Library or Office
43' x 21' - 40 lbs
Wooden bookcases filled with books, with green ceiling.
39-IA. Library or Office
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Wooden bookcases filled with books. One (1) non-practical door.

39-IB. Carnegie Library
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Paneled walls with book shelves between two (2) non-practical doors. Three (3) windows located above bookshelves.

40-I. Sewer
30’ x 16’ - 23 lbs
Sewer gate with overhanging pipes, valves and tools.

40-IA. Sewer
43’ x 21’ - 34 lbs
Sewer pipes and valves with overhead pipes.

40-IAB. Sewer
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Similar to 40-I series.

40-IB. Sewer
43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Grays and black predominate.
57-I. Barn
30’ x 16’ - 23 lbs
Rustic barn interior with filled hay loft, barrels, and wagon. Natural barn siding.

57-IA. Barn
32’ x 21’6” - 34 lbs
Rustic barn siding, wooden beams and open ceiling with two corn and grain bins and implements.

57-IAB. Barn
43’ x 21’ - 39 lbs
Rustic barn interior with open door showing farmhouse in distance. Browns and yellows.

57-IB. Barn
43’ x 2’ - 40 lbs
Barn interior with farmhouse in the distance.

58-I. Library
37’6” x 19’6” - 29 lbs
Two floors of shelves filled with books with non-practical center door and windows on second level left and right.

63-I. Train Station
43’ x 20’ - 43 lbs
Two trains at platform awaiting passengers, open steel-beamed ceiling.
63-EI. Railroad Station Depot
37’6” x 20’6” - 38 lbs
Old time trains behind gate showing baggage stand.

64-I. Hotel Lobby
36’ x 21’ - 31 lbs
Stylized lobby with winding staircase, elevators and newsstand.

63-EIO. Train Depot (Original)
43’ x 21’ - 35 lbs
Similar to 63-EI.

65-I. Backstage
43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Backwall of stage showing radiators, ladder, flats and arbor.

65-IA. Backstage
43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Exposed gray block with yellow walls. Arbor stage left.

66-I. Soda Shop
43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs
Typical ’50s ice cream parlor. Multi-colored floor and walls.
Don’t Forget to Plan Your Rentals in Advance...

At Schell Scenic Studio we experience a number of “Peak Backdrop Rental Seasons” throughout the year. Because of this we recommend that you plan all of your backdrop rentals at least 6 - 12 months in advance. By planning your rentals in advance you decrease the risk of having to choose a substitute backdrop.

Thank you, and we look forward to assisting with your next production!

- The Schell Scenic Studio

---

66-IA. Soda Shop
Checkered flooring with counter and booths. Jukebox in center.

43’ x 21’ - 36 lbs

71-I. Theatre Interior
View from standing onstage looking into seating. Draperies and carpet in aisles. Audience present.

43’ x 20’ - 37 lbs

72-I. Warehouse
Crates and boxes piled in front of skylight.

43’ x 20’ - 41 lbs

97-I. Arabian Tent
Nomadic tent interior.

43’ x 20’ - 41 lbs
97-IA. Arabian Tent
Smaller version of #97-I.
30’ x 16’ - 41 lbs

101-I. Mad Science Lab
25’ x 17’ - 20 lbs

103-I. Night Club
Ornate center arch opening into a large room.
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

105-I. Upper Room
Similar to room in da Vinci’s Last Supper without table.
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

105-IA. Upper Room
Similar to room in da Vinci’s Last Supper without table.
43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs

Did You Know?

Did you know that Schell Scenic Studio has been a cornerstone of the theatre community in Columbus, Ohio since 1904?

Give us a call, and let us put a century of industry knowledge to work for you!
Notes:
Musicals & Miscellaneous

Scenic Backdrops
1-M. Roof Garden  38’ x 21’ - 32 lbs
Stylized city skyline is viewed over a music staff railing with notes and clef symbols.

1-MA. Roof Garden  30’ x 16’ - 22 lbs
Stylized city skyline is viewed over a music staff railing with notes and clef symbols. Tile floor.

1-MB. Roof Garden  38’ x 21’ - 42 lbs
Stylized city skyline is viewed over a music staff railing with notes and clef symbols. Tile floor.

1-MO. Roof Garden Original  40’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Stylized city skyline viewed over a music staff railing with notes and clef symbols. Red and white tile floor. Blue, gray, black, yellow.

2-MA. New York, New York  30’ x 16’ - 32 lbs
Stylized city view with brownstones in foreground, skyscrapers in rear.

3-M. Psychedelic  43’ x 21’ - 42 lbs
Sunburst design with rays in bright reds, oranges and yellow, with center semicircle in bright pink.
3-MA. Psychedelic  
30’ x 16’ - 32 lbs 
Sunburst design with rays in bright reds, oranges and yellow, with center semicircle in bright pink.

6-M. Night Sky  
40’ x 20’ - 26 lbs 
Night sky with cirrus clouds, stars ad moon, painted on royal blue duvetyne.

6-MA. Night Sky  
40’ x 20’ - 26 lbs 
Night sky with cirrus clouds and stars painted on dark blue duvetyne.

6-MAB. Night Sky  
40’ x 20’ - 25 lbs 
Night sky with clouds and stars painted on blue duvetyne.

6-MAC. Night Sky  
40’ x 20’ - 28 lbs 
Night sky with clouds and stars painted on blue duvetyne.

6-MAD. Stylized Night Sky  
43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs 
A spectacular and evocative night sky.
6-MAE. Night Sky  
Clear night sky with a field of stars.  
40’ x 20’ - 70 lbs

6-MS. Night Sky Scrim  
38’ x 21’ - 35 lb

7-M. Orchestra  
Band members silhouetted inside semicircle of yellows, oranges and reds. Sunflower border and scallop design at bottom.  
43’ x 20’ - 28 lbs

7-MA. Orchestra Silhouette  
Band members silhouetted inside semicircle of yellows, oranges and reds. Sunflower border and scallop design at bottom.  
30’ x 16’ - 23 lbs

7-MAB. Musical Proscenium  
Notes with staff border and leg. Scalloped background. Opening is 30’ W x 16’ H approx.  
43’ x 21’ - 29 lbs

Did You Know?  
Did you know that Schell Scenic Studio has been a cornerstone of the theatre community in Columbus, Ohio since 1904?  
Give us a call, and let us put a century of industry knowledge to work for you!
8-M. Harlequin Musical Notes 38’ x 21’ - 40 lbs
Notes, G-clef symbols and music staffs arranged on a checkerboard patterned background.

9-M. Sheet Music and Instruments 38’ x 21’ - 30 lbs
Opened musical score on dark blue background with stars, musical instruments and clouds.

10-M. Musical Clef and Scale 38’ x 21’ - 30 lbs
Centered G-clef with ribbon of music staff, background of rays with scattered notes.

10-MA. Musical Cleft and Scale 30’ x 16’ - 20 lbs
Centered G-clef with ribbon of music staff, background of rays with scattered notes.

10-MAO. Musical Cleft and Scale 29’ x 16’6” - 26 lbs
Similar to 10-M series.

11-M. Musical Ribbon Scale 38’ x 21’ - 33 lbs
Musical ribbon staff cascading through G-clef.
11-MA. Musical Ribbon
Musical ribbon staff cascading through G-clef.

30' x 16' - 22 lbs

12-M. Patriotic
White and red stripes between red painted Austrian puff, framed by blue starred swags upper left and right.

38' x 21' - 33 lbs

12-MA. Patriotic Leg Drop
White and red stripes overlap in center with blue starred swag left and right. Legs are 9' W, maximum opening 42' W x 18' H approx.

(2) 27' x 21' - 44 lbs

12-MAB. Patriotic Drop
White and red stripes between red painted Austrian puff, framed by blue starred swags upper left and right.

43' x 20' - 37 lbs

12-MD. Patriotic Drop
White and red stripes between red painted Austrian puff, framed by blue starred swags upper left and right.

43' x 20' - 37 lbs

12-ME. Patriotic Drop
White and red stripes between red painted Austrian puff, framed by blue starred swags upper left and right.

43' x 21' - 35 lbs
13-M. Musical Drum Head
Musical instruments parade across musical drum head.

13-MA. Musical Scale
Musical ribbon staff frames the opening with bright scalloped background. Opening 35’ W x 17’ H approx.

24-M. Statue of Liberty
Lady Liberty centered on background with Betsy Ross and flag sprawled out through center and Liberty Bell at right.

24-MA. Statue of Liberty
Miss Liberty center with patriotic symbols left and right on background with streak of stripes from center-top to right-bottom.

24-MAB. Liberty with Fireworks
Colorful fireworks display emblazoned against night sky. Lady Liberty in natural greens.

25-M. American Flag
Nylon American flag with ties at top for horizontal hanging.
25-MA. American Flag 25' x 15' - 15 lbs
Cotton American flag with ties at top for horizontal hanging.

25-MAB. Painted American Flag 43' x 21' - 40 lbs
Flag on blue background.

25-MAC. Painted American Flag 30' x 16' - 24 lbs
Smaller version of 25-MAB.

25-MD. Ohio Flag Painted 43' x 20' - 37 lbs
A waving Ohio flag, with clouds surrounding.
**26-M. German Flag**
Modern German national flag.

**27-M. Music in the Air**
Blue sky with musical staff and notes crossing through clouds and bright sunset in distance. Whites, black, oranges and yellows.

**27-MA. Music in the Air**
Blue sky with musical staff and notes crossing through clouds and bright sunset in distance.

**28-M. Musical Scale and Piano**
Musical staff passes through notes and clouds. Painted on royal blue fabric.

**29-M. Formal Musical**
Inverted top hat, bow tie and musical staff lead to gloved hands right and left. Black, white, silver and grays.

**29-MA. Formal Musical**
Inverted top hat, bow tie and musical staff lead to gloved hands right and left. Black, white, silver and grays.
30-M. Musical Instruments
Golds, blues and whites.

31-M. Piano Keys in the Air
Sky and clouds - blues and whites. Keyboard and music are black and white.

32-M. Juke Box
Blue background with yellow explosion of green musical notes. Multi-colored juke box.

33-M. Downtown Sound
City at dusk with multicolored buildings. Musical staff with notes drifting through the sky.

34-M. Music Explosion
Shades of pink predominate with realistic instruments.

35-M. Dancing
Yellow and red with black notes.
35-M. Dancing
30’ x 16’ - 23 lbs
Smaller version of 35-M.

36-M. Calendar Cavalcade
43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Multicolored drop features many holidays and events from throughout the year.

37-M. Nursery Rhyme Book
40’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Storybook characters on a two-page book spread with a wizard holding the book.

38-M. Big Notes Band
40’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Eight-piece band comprised of musical notes as band members playing various instruments and singing.
38-MA. Big Notes Band
Smaller version of 38-M.

30’ x 16’ - 29 lbs

39-M. Childrens Story Land
Colorful, enchanted cartoon land.

43’ x 16’ - 39 lbs

50-M. Me and My Girl Show Drop
Man with cape and crown leaning on lamppost with full moon.

43’ x 21’ - 43 lbs

66-M. ‘50s Juke Box
50’s juke box. Checkerboard background displaying wide variety of party symbols.

43’ x 20’ - 42 lbs

66-MA. Jukebox
Smaller version of 66-M with jukebox only.

30’ x 16’ - 29 lbs

67-M. Golden Arches
Stylized arches, black arches are practical.

43’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
71-M. Marquee Madness  43’ x 20’ - 36 lbs

103-MA. TV Set Front  43’ x 20’ - 44 lbs
Front view of “modern” television set with control knobs on right and screen entirely removed. Opening is 20’W x 14’H.

103-MAB. TV Set Front  43’ x 21’ - 30 lbs
Opening is 17’W x 12’H. Natural brown television.

103-MAC. TV Cutout “Sharp”  43’ x 20’ - 35 lbs
Similar to 103-MAB

104-M. Modernistic Art  43’ x 20’ - 35 lbs
Textured walls with flowers and vines.

105-M. Music Around the World  43’ x 20’ - 39 lbs
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105-MA. Music Around the World  30’ x 16’ - 29 lbs
Smaller version of 105-M.

106-M. Sweet Charity Broadway  43’ x 20’ - 38 lbs
Neon Broadway signs at night.

107-M. Travel the Landmarks of USA  30’ x 16’ - 20 lbs
Dioramas of the major landmarks of the USA on a map.

250-M. Cave Entrance  40’ x 20’ - 40 lbs
Rock formation with non-practical cave entrance.

300-M. Barn Siding  15’ x 11’ - 6” - 10 lbs
Wood boards, colors of grays and browns

301-M. Oak Hardwood Floor  16’ x 15’ - 6” - 12 lbs
Oak floor, colors of grays and browns
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Available for rent is our **Grease Car**. This unique prop measures 148” long by 55” wide by 48” tall. Onboard is a battery that can be used to illuminate the headlights. Due to its size and weight (750 lbs.), delivery and pickup is performed by Schell staff only. To schedule an appointment to view the Grease Car in person, please contact us.